Exquisite Arabian Specialities

Gastronomic Gifts
Visitors to Harrogate Christmas & Gift looking
for exciting new products with a slightly
different twist are invited to visit Great Taste
Award Winning Arabian food specialist Terra
Rossa with its fabulous range of extra-virgin
olive oils, herbs and authentic dips.
The company’s delicious range makes perfect
gifts the whole year round, not only
tantalising the taste buds, but with amazing
health benefits too. For example, extra virgin
olive oil has been proved to not only reduce
cholesterol, but eaten regularly, can help
lower the odds of various cancers such as
colon and breast cancer and surprisingly burn
fat making it a hugely popular shopping choice for all ages.
With sauces and dips such as Aubergine and Tomato Relish, Dukka Harissa, Fiery Zhoug, and Zaatar
Sauce packed with crunchy roasted pine nuts, to traditional herb mixes like Spicy Dukka and Zesty
Sumac with its unique lemony flavour, Terra Rossa’s products are all beautifully presented making
perfect impulse purchases which fit comfortably into almost every retail environment.
For those with a sweet tooth, we offer assorted Nougat with Pistachios and Apricots, Manna from
Heaven presented in hand-made Jordanian bags, and the recently launched heavenly spread,
Baba’s Rashi and Dibis - Tahini & Date Molasses ....
From dipping kits with hand-painted ceramic dishes and dipping herbs , infused oils gift selection
boxes to top of the range hampers containing every Middle Eastern delicacy imaginable including
Jordanian wine, Terra Rossa has it all. Also, fans of the recent TV series Sophie Grigson in Jordan
are invited to come along and meet the show’s co-presenter Hanan Samara for tips and advice
about Middle Eastern cooking.
Visit Terra Rossa on stand A32 at Harrogate Christmas & Gift which takes place at the Harrogate
International Centre from Sunday 13th to Wednesday 16th January. If you can’t make it to the
show, please visit www.terra-rossa.com or call 020 8661 9695 for information about our exquisite
Arabian specialities.
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